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Π!

• Great topic, of obvious and timely interest. Title of article in
Bloomberg yesterday: “Inflation Shock of a Generation”

• Straight negative aggregate supply shock?

So no need to think about goods/durables?
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• But, isn’t that just about relative, not average, prices?

Yes, but what about downward nominal rigidity?

Source: Guerrieri, Lorenzoni, Straub, and Werning (2021)
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This Paper: International Supply Constraints (Demand ↑)

• Individual foreign firms with binding capacity constraint

• Total import volume constraint

• Authors emphasize externality in second, not first

• Quantitative model
• Dollar pricing
• Rotemberg adjustment costs
• ... IRFs in response to demand shocks (TBD)

• Uses recent technology (occasionally binding constraints)



Comments and Questions
1 Attention squarely on international supply chain (ports).

Evidence this is key (versus trucking, say)?

What exactly is the prediction we are looking for? Timing?
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Comments and Questions

1 Attention squarely on international supply chain (ports).
Evidence this is key (versus trucking, say)?

2 What is at stake? This model has a little bit of it all ... is
goal to build intuition or quantitative analysis?

3 Policy implications of Ȳ ∗
t vs M̄t?

4 Some interesting and sometimes beautifully handled
abstractions, but need better sense for choices:

• Why hard capacity constraint instead of DRS?

• What exactly is macro constraint representing? Prices are
unconstrained and simply divvy up M.

• What is different if pricing isn’t in dollars? (Eurozone, say)

5 Inconsequential to abstract from heterogeneity and negative
shocks to services? A model of supply chains and inflation or
a model of supply chains and inflation during Covid?
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Conclusion

• A novel, promising, and worthy project!

• Early days, but fruitful to clarify further which ingredients are
aimed at which mechanisms or hypotheses

• Connect to literature/policy – describe more what is at stake

• Really enjoyed reading this, excited to see the next draft...


